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ON DECOMPOSITION OF REctJRRENT æRV ATURE TENSOR FIELDS 

IN GENERALISED FINSLER SPACES 

By Surendra Pratap Singh 

Some aspects of generalised Finsler spaces were studied by A. C. Shamihoke 

[1) 1). Author and Sinha [2) have defined recurrent generalised Finsler spaces and 

dealt with the properties of the curvature tensor and recurrence vector fields in it. 

In the present paper author decomposes the curvature tensor fields 향11 (Art. 1) 

and K삶(Art. 2 & 3) in the recurrent generalised Finsler spaces (RGFn). He deals 

with the important properties of decomposition tensor fields and the recurrence 

vector field in RGFn. It is noted here that if the skew symmetric parts of the 

metric tensor field is taken to be zero, that is, if the skew symmetric parts 
‘ Z 1 ~Z of connection parameters P j ; and .:1jk is zero, the results. obtained in RGFn 

being similar to that of recurrent Finsler spaces [3). 

O. PreIiminaries 

Let us consider an n-dimensional Finsler space Fn endowed with a local coordinate 
i 2) system x' "J in which distance function F(x, dx) satisfies the following properties 

(i) F(x , dx) is continuously differentiable at least four times in its 2n arguments. 

(ii) F(x , dx) is positive provided all dx
t 

are not zero. 

(iii) F(x, dx) is positively homogeneous of the first degree in d상. 

(iv) 향F2(x， i) 택.j 3)>0 with 우 (한i~o for any given 상. 

The metric tensor gij (x, i) of Fn is considered here as non-symmetric in 

general. The round and square brackets w ilI be used to denote its symmetric and 

skew-symmetric parts respectively. For example 

g(치) = 웅(gij+gji) 
and 

g [ij] = 웅(gij-gji)' 

1) Numbers in brackets refer to the referrence at the end of the paper 
2) Indices i ,j , k , ...... always take values from 1, 2, … : n. 
3) ðj=ð/ð:i:‘. 
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ij jk k 
The conjugate tensor of g (ij) is represented by g<' and hence g (ij) gJ~ = ζ . The 

space endowed with this metric tensor are known as generalised Finsler spaces 

and we denote them by GFn. 

The connection parameters for the locally Minkowskian and locally Euclidean 

GFn are denoted by PX and r싫 respectively. Let X! be a vector field of GFn 

then the two processes of differentiation are defined as under. 
4) 

(0. 1) 

; ‘ “ .. ‘ ’‘;ι 

and 

(0.2) X‘ lj=낀X‘ -rL 챔‘짤+r사X‘， 

where 

and 

Cηk=송짧k F'2.(x, x). 

The commutation formulae involving the curvatue tensor fields are given by [1] 

(0.3) 2하 [쩌 =Xhg싫 -2X사 값] 
and 

(0.4) 

where 

and 

(0.5) 

We also have 

(0.6) 

’‘; ’“ { 
F ‘ =p r"!L' ==LC [jk] -~ [jk] -~[jk] 

Kz =Ki l1 
okh-njkh 

The unit vector field IJ satisfies the relation 

(0.7) zi =휩， 따=0. 
We have noted that 

(0.8) Flj=0. 

The identites satisfied by the curvature tensor fields of GFn are stateJ below: 

(0.9) g;kh +따hj+휩jk=24[jlklh] : lgzl, 
where (;) denotes covariant derivative based upon the connection parameter 

given by Qj째=Pjkh +g(jk).h 
• 

4) Òj=ò/òxi . 
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(0.10) K사h+KXhj+K싸=24[j1k|h]iIg1l， 
where (0 denotes covariant derivative based upon the connection parameter given 
’“ by Rjkh = r jkh’ 

(0.11) 

(0.12) 

and 

(0.13) 

.. ., 1p • ’“’ 
Kjkh. ,+ 힌h!. k + Kjlk. h + 2 [KjmkP [짜] 

”‘- . “‘’ + 한mhP [샤J+ 휘mIP[~~J] =0, 

K;싸 - 싸’ ‘’ . *.i ,õ ‘· 

+K짜값rj~ +K뼈，Ò mrhj) =2(Kjml.d'í~"J 

+K1 dm +Kz 4m 
;mk~ [hl] , n jmk~ [lkJ 

f;kh= - 헌hk’ K;kh= -찍'hk • 
Sinha , and Singh [2] have defined recurrent curvature tensor field in GFn as 

foIIows: 

The GFn, in which there exists a non-zero vector v, such that the curvature 

tensor fields 휩빼 and K;kh satisfy the relations 

(0.14) 힘kh.1 =v，힘빼 
and 

(0.15) 뤘，， 1 ， =v，K;kh 
respectively, are said to be recurrent GFn (RGFn in short) and the curvature 

tensor fields of these spaces are caIIed recurrent curvature tensor fields. Here νl 

is known as recurrence vector field. 

1. Decomposition of curvature tensor fieId K;kh 

Let us consider the deC0TY) position of curvature tensor field 휩째 of RGFn in the 

foIIowing form 

(1. 1) lrZ =Xzα. 
ikh-'~ ~jk" ’ 

where α'jkh is decomposition tensor field and X! is a vector field such that 

(1. 2) X!z시 =1. 

From(1. 1), the equation (0.13) yields 

(1.3) α --α jkh- ~jhk. 

We further decompose the tensor field αjkh as under 

{1. 4) αlkh=1?αkh ’ 
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w hich im plies 

(1. 4) a 
in view of (1. 3). 
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α =-α kh- ~hk 

The equation (0.9) can be written as 

(1. 5) X
t [αjkh +αkhj+αhjk] =2A[j|klh] :l gu-

Transvecting (1. 5) by νZ’ we get 

(1. 6) αjkh +akhj +α댐=24[jlklh] ; lUl 

with the help of (1. 2). 
Thus accordingly we have 

THEOREM 1.1. In RGFη， tlze decomposzïz"on tensor jz"eld satz"sfies the identz"ty 

α +a 十a =24 l jkh I ~khj I ~hνk-"~[jlklh] : 1 

Under the decomposition (1.1), the Bianchi identity (0.11) takes the form 
*m 용’11 ’‘m 

(1. 7) [νlαj쩌 +V"αjlzl +νhαjlk 1 +2[αjmkP [;;,] +αjmhP [~;] +αjmIP [:;] 1 =0 

with the help of (0; 14). 

Now under the decomposition (1. 4) , the equation (1 .7) reduces to 
’‘m (1. 8) [αIkh+αkhl+αhlk 1 +2 [αmkPú~] +αη'hP [~;] +αmlP [~~J 1 = o. 

From (1. 6), the equation (1. 8) can be written as 

(1. 9) A um+α p ‘ m +a p ‘ m +α P*껴 =0. [llklhJ : mV '~mk4 [lh] , ~mh4 [k/] I ~m14 [/zk] 
By virtue of (1. 4)a, theequation (1. 9) yields 

‘~. ’‘- ’‘”’ -
(1. 10) αkmPr써 +a"mP따]+αImP [싫] =.1 [i lklh]: mV… • 

Hence we have 

THEOREM 1. 2. In RGFn, the decomposzïion tensor field satisjz"es the following 

identz"ty 
“” ’,- ’‘… ”’ p … +α p … +a. __ P … =A U”·. km~ [lh] I ~hm4 [k/] , ~/m~ [hk] - .. [/lklh]: m 

By virtue of (1 .3) and (1. 4) , the equation (1. 6) reduces to 

(1. 11) a jkh +αhj따-Vhαkj=24 [jlklhl ; Yl 

which can be written as 

(1. 12) αjkh=2 [ν [hαk]j+4[jlklhI ; lUl] 
• 

Transvecting (1. 12) by X
t 

and using (1. 1), we get 

(1.13) R;kh=2Xi[U[hαk]j+A[Jlklk]; lUl]· 

Thus we can write 

THEOREM 1. 3. In RGFn, the curvature tensor field 찍kh can also be expressed 

’ 
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in terms of decomþosz"ti。χ tensor field αjk as under 

frR h=2XZ [u α ·+4 I] 
[h~k]j' ~ [j lklh]: 1 

Differentiating (1. 1) covariantly and noting (0. 14), we obtain 

(1 .14) 깐f;kk=xfl씬kh+X'역kl!， 1 
From (1. 1), it reduces to 

(1. 15) X'(νl띤kh -ajkh,,) =X: , 띤 

If we consider X~ to be covariant constant, the equation (1. 15) yields 

(1 .16) X~(까ajkh-αJkh)=O. 
Since X~ is an arbitrary vector field, hence we have 

(1. 17) 띤kk， l=νlα:jkk· 
Conversely if (1. 17) is true, the equation (1 .14) takes the form 

(1.18) Ulr;kh=xrl 띤kh+X'까띤kh. 
By means of (1. 1) it reduces to 

(1.19) x:l연kh=O. 
Since α'jkh ~ 0, 

(1.20) 

hence we get 

xrl =o, 

which implies X' is covariant const없lt. 

Accordingly we have 

THEOREM 1. 4. In RGFn, the necessary and sμffz'dent condzïion for tM 
deçomþosition tensor fz'eld αJkh to be recμη-ent is that the vector field X' is covariant 
constant. 

Now, taking covariant differentiation of (1.2) we get 

(1. 21) xzl 깐+XZUr， l=o. 

From (1. 21) we conclude 

COROLLARY 1.1. In RGFn, If X' is covariant constant it iηzþlz'es that the 

recμrrence vector field l’i is also covariant constant. 

Considering covariant differentiation of (1.4) and using (1. 17), we obtain 
(1. 22) 까%빼=Uj， lα빼+꺼αμ， 

From (1. 4) and Cor. 1. 1, the equation (1 .22) becomes 
(1. 23) νj까αkh=앙αkh， l. 

Since 낌: ~ 0, we have 

(1. 24) akk, l= νlαkh • 
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Hence we write 

THEOREM 1. 5. In RGFn, zf the decomposz"tz"on tensor jz'eld 띤kh fs recu7γent， 

then the tensor jz'eld αkh Z"S recurrent and the converse Z"S also true μnder the 

assumption thιt the vector X ’ Z.S C0%fZ.aηt constant. 

1n view of 0.17) and (1. 4) the equation (1. 7) becomes 

(1. 25) aj빼， 1+α:jhl， k +ajlk, h = 2(양mP짧] +%kmP짧J+띤ImP짧r 
AIso by means of decomposition (1. 4) , the equation (1. 7) gives 

’‘m ’‘”’ “ (1 .26) 까 [νρ'kh +vkαl감νhαlk+2(αmkP [;~'J +αmhP [;;J +αmIP[;~J)) =0. 

Transvecting (1.26) by X' and making use of (1. 2) , (1.4)a and (1 .24), we 
obtain 

‘ηl (이1. 27η) αk쩌h’，，+α와ahl， k十a아앓l샤k， h =2 [αkmPÚμ뻐l써써h씨J+αhmP [펴4따1] +αlmmP[“h써k Thus we have 

THEOREM 1. 6. In RGFn, the decomposz"tion tensor fields αjkh and α'kh satisfy 

tlze Bz"anchi identz'ties 
r ’‘m ’‘m _*m 

α +a;.J .+a;}h .=2[P α +P g +α P ”’ ] jkh,/' <A.jhl,k' <A.jlk,h-"l .L [lhJ <A.jkm' .L [k l]<A. jlzmT <A.jlm .L [.않] 

and 
’‘?η *‘ αkh， l+αf샤+αIk， h=2 [P [써 αkm +p[;;J αIzm +P [앓1 α1m) 

respectz'vely wz"tlz the condüion that X Z z's covariant consta짜 

Taking covariant differentiation of (0.14) and commuting the indices 1 and m. 

we get 

(1 .28) f;kh， lm-휩kh， ml= (vl, m - V m, I)K샤h 
With help of commutation formula (0.3) it takes the form 

(1. 29) 힘kli펴lηz -f;kh힘Im -협rm 합lm-한kr획Im-2K싫， r4싸J=(ν써 -Um, l)힘kh 
From (1. 1), (1.2) and (1. 4) , the equation (1.29) becomes 

(1 .30) -X써X7%α써αIm-X'vhX껴α1mαkr- 2X 깐U까ImJ 딴h=X써(vl， ηz -%, l)αkh. 
Transvecting (1. 30) by X'v i and noting (1. 4) a , we have 

(1. 31) (v빠r- v딴kr)X낭Im-2αú，v까ImJ =(ν1， m -vm, 1)짧· 

Now if αkrXr =0, then the equation (1. 31) gives 

(1.32) αkKurd;lm] = ν [，η， lJ 딴h. 
But α'kh is arbitrary tensor field , therefore the above equation reduces to 

(1.33) .r 
VrιI [lmJ = V [m,lJ" 
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Conversely if. 

(1. 34) 

the equation (1. 33) is true, equation (1. 30) yields 

X1xr

앙(αrhUkα1m +αkrV"α1m) =0. 

Multiplying the equation (1 .34) by X싸 and noting (1.2) and (1. 4) a 

(1. 35) Xrα써야=αrkV" ÀX'. 

h -uk Transvecting the equation (1. 35) by X"X", we get 

(1. 36) αrhxh=αrkXk• 
which implies 

\ αrhxh=o. 
Hence we have 

we obtain 

THEOREM 1. 7. In RGFn, the necessarya쩌 s짜ficient COnditi01Z for the relation 

U dr =U 
[1m] 

- V [m, l] 

to be trμe is that 

αk，X' =0. 

2. Decomposition of curvature tensor field 

In RGFn , we decompose the curvature tensor field K;kh as under 

(2.1) 획kh=kzajkh ’ 
where ß jkh is a homogeneous decomposition tensor field of degree -1 in 갔. 

From (0.13) and (2.1) , we have 

(2.2) 찌k"= -ßjhk• 

Under the decomposition (2.1) , the equation (0.5) yields 

(2.3) ß okh = ß jk/ 

hence we can write 

(2.4) K싫h=삶핀. 
In the equation (2. 4) contracting the indices z' and h, we obtain 

(2.5) Kok=ßok’ 
where 

We also have 
(2.6) 

3ok=aokhkh. 

βokh= -ßohk• 

Now contracting the indices i and h in the equation (2.1), we get 
(2.7) Kjk=ßjk 

where 
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(2.8) ßjkhl=ßjk' 

By virtue of decomposition (2.1), the equation (0. 10) gives 

(2.9) 상(더jkh+β채j十ghk)=2d[j1klh] ilg2l. 

Contracting the indices i , h and using (0. 13) , (2.3) and (2.8) in the equation 

(2. 9) , it yields 

(2.10) ßojk=줍 [β[kj] +4[llklt]ZlgZl] · 

Accordingly we have 

THEOREM 2. 1. In RGFn, the decomposition tensor jz"eld ßOjk can be expressed 

ùz the form 

3삶 

Considering covariant differentiation of (2. 1) and noting (0.7) and (0.15) , we 

obtain 

g
]빼

 

m 
h 
m 

2 

.r 
2 

( 

1

빼
 

( 

UlK;;kh =k껴채 1, 

V[하h=찌ikh 1, . 
T r ;nsvecting the equation (2.12) by l' and simpIifying the result by means of 

(0.7) and (2.3) , we get 

(2.13) VZßokh=ß，。씨[ • 
Also contracting the indices i , h in the equation (2.11) and using (0.7), (2. 1) and 

(2. 8) it gives 

(2. 14) 
From the equation (2. 13), 

V[ßjk=ßjkll • 
we aIso have 

1’[ßOk=ß[ßOkl[ • J 

Thus we have 

THEOREM 2.2. In RGFn, the decomposiNon tensor fz깅ds ßjkh, ßokh, ßjk and ßok 
behave lz'ke γecμrrent tensor jz"elds. 

Differentiating (2. 14) covariantly with respect to the index m and commuting 

the indices 1, m, we have 

(2.15) (vl/ m-vη.IZ)ßjk=2t싸 1 [1m] • 

By virtue of (0.4), (2.1), (2.4), (2.8) and (2.14), the equation (2.15) reduces 

to 

(2. 16) 에 m -vml[)ßjk=않FBo[m-ßpé~얼써 -봐pkPβkm -2%까k4P [l%] • 
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Transvectng (2.16) by lJ and noting (0.7) iand (2.3) , we obtain 

(2.17) 2[v [l lm]+v낌[1m]] 따=-ß。생밥1m’ 
where ßok=찌il. If we suppose that ßoiP=O, the equation (2.17) takes the 

following form 

(2.18) [V'"_1 +v^L1~，_，] =0, [/1 m] , V P~ [1 m] 

since βok -:1= o. 
Conversely if (2.18) is true, the equation (2.17) reduces to 

(2.19) ßoiPßk,ra=O. 

But ßklm -:1= 0, therefore we have 

(2.20) ßo/l=o. 

Hence we have 

THEOREM 2.3. In RGFn, the necessary and suffz"âent condz"#on for the γelα#on 

U AP -p“ [1m] -V[ml/] 
10 be trμe Z"S that 

a。성P=o. 

By means of (0.15), (2.1) and (2, 4). the Bianchi identity (0.12) takes the 

form 

(2.21) 쐐l않감상1따l감상VJzßjlk +깜F(β'ohkåmr칩 +ßOh껴mFX +golk%r칩 ) 
=2갔[찌?펴 

Transvecting (2.21) by lJ and simplifying by virtue of (0.6) and (2.3) , we have 
m ηz ηz 

(2.22) vlßokh +V，따ohl+ Z엠olk= 2 [g。，션 i~Jz] + ß omkL1’[il] +gonμflkl ] . 
In view of (2. 13), it becomes 

(2.23) m 
ßokhl/+ ßohllk + ßolklh =2 [ßomlL1[~hj + ßomkJ[~l] +ß，αη，l[ïkj]' 

Accordingly we write 

THFOREM 2.4. In RGFn, the decomþosz"tz'on tensor fz'eld satz'sfz"es the following 

Bianchi identz'ty 
m 

ßokhl/+ βolzll k + ß olk 1 h = 2 [ß omIJ[~h] + ß omkL1[~I] +βomhJ[~k]]' 

3. Another decomposition of curvature tensor fieId K;kh 

In this section the cαcurv 

manner 
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(3.1) K~ .. =XIß jkh -.~ ~ jkh’ 

where ß jkh is a suitable decomposition tensor field and X
l is a vector field such 

that X
1vi =-1 , where Vi is recurrence vector field. Interchanging the indices k, h in 

(3. 1) and using (0. 13), we get 

(3.2) ß jkh = -ßjhk• 

Transvecting (3.1) by [J and noting (0.5) , we have 

(3.3) ßOkh=ßjk/' 

where 
/ 

(3.4) Kt =X연 okh ..... .., okh-

The decomposition tensor field ß okh satisfies the identity 

(3.5) ß okh = -ßOhk’ 
in view of (0. 13). 

The identity (0.10) can be written in the form 

(3. 6) Xl(6jkh + 8khj + 6hjk) = 24 [j l k | k] Ilgll, 
With help of (3. 1) 

Transvecting the equation (3.6) by 안 and noting (1. 2), we get 

(3. 7) ß'<L +ß 十6 =2A l j kh I V khj I V hj k - ...... (j I k I h] il 
Thus we have 

THEOREM 3. 1. In RGFn, the decomþosition tensoγ lield ß jkh satt"합es the t"dentity 

6 +6 +6 =2A l jkh I V khj 1Vhjk - ...... [j Ikl h] ilν 

Transvecting (3.7) by l' and simplifying the result by means of (3.2) and(3.3). 

we obtain 

(3.8) 

where 

6 =26 +2d ullj, okh- <JV [hk]o I ...... Ulklh]il 

ß ,,_<,}' =ß [hkJj" -V [hk]o. 

Multiplying the equation (3.8) by X I and using (3.4) , 

(3. 9) K;채=2X! re [hk] 0 +μ[jlklh] llull-

We have 

we have 

THEOREM 3.2. In RGFn, the curvature tensor li갱 K싸 can be exþr장sed 짜 

terms 01 the decomþoszïion ß hko as under: 

K:kh =-2X
i re fhklo +t' L1 ν1]. [hk] 0 ' V .... (j I k i h] il 
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Taking covariant differentiation of (3.1) and making use of (0.15) , we obtain 

(3. 10) t액;kh = XZI，Ðjkh十쐐jkh Il" 

Considering X
Z 

to be covariant constant and noting (3. 1), the equation (3. 10) gives 

(3.11) V,Ðjkh = Ðjkh 1,. 

Transvecting (3. 11) by l' and taking into consideration (0. 7) and (3.3) , we get 

(3. 12) Vβokh = ÐOkh 1 r 
Conversely if (3. 11) is true, the equation (3. 10) reduces to 

(3.13) l껴;k끈XZ I,Ðjkh + X\Ðjkh• 

By virtue of (3.1), the equation (3.13) yields 

(3. 14) 6jkkXz ll = o. 
Since Ðjkh ~ 0, 

(3.15) 

therefore we have 

that is X Z is covariant constant. 

Hence we conclude 

X\=o, 
/ 

THEOREM 3.3. In RGFn, the necessary and sμ:ffiâent condzïion for the decom

poszïion tensor 껴telds Ðjkh and ÐOkh to be recurrent is that the vector field X Z z.s 

covariant constant. 

In view of (3. 1), (0. 15) and (3.4), the Bianchi identity (0. 12) becomes 

(3.16) 

=2Xa [6 dm 十6 4m +6 Am ] 
'mk~ [h'] I V jm'~ [kh] I V jmh~ [/k] 

Transvecting the equation (3. 16) by l' it gives 
m “ 

(3.17) 까ÐOkh +v업oh， +vhÐo1k=2 [ÐomA'~11 +Ð omILl (~h] + ÐomhLl'[;k] 1 
by means of (0.6) and (3.3). 

Now, under the assumption that X' is covariant constant, the equation (3.17) 
reduces to 

’R (3. 18) Ð okh 11 +Ð ohll k +Ð olk I h = 2 [e omkLl[~l] +Ð omILl (;h] +Ð omhLl'[;k] 1 , 
which is Bianchi identity for the decomposition tensor field Ðokh• Accordingly we 

have, 

THEOREM 3.4. In RGFn, the decomposition tensor fz"eld satz"sfies the Bianchi 

z.dentity 
m 

Ð Vkh! 1 + Ð oh/ I k + Ð olk I h = 2 [Ð omkLl[~l] + Ð omILl[~hJ + Ð omhLl'[;kJ 1 , 
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?ltnder the assumþtz'on that X
t 

is covariant coηstant， μIhich z.s a necessary and sμ:fficient 

condz"tion for (}okh to be recμrrent. 
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